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Abstract. Debris flow is a natural disaster giving a large damage to facilities, buildings and human
life in moving routes and sedimentary points as a phenomenon moving with stone, mud and water
(from clay to large rock). Debris flow takes place by diverse factors of induction such as slope failure by localized heavy rain and erosion of river bed by torrential flow in mountain torrent. For reduction and prediction of damage, it is necessary to make a systematic research on features of topography, geology and rainfall-runoff in the pertinent area. The study constructed a onedimensional model to analyze characteristics of flow followed by conditions of debris flow in
mountains for the most part. With the constructed model, the study grasped characteristic of debris
flow followed by changes of discharge and time and researched on changes of volumetric concentration followed by changes of time and changes of flow depth followed by time. Most of former
analysis models of debris flow analyzed on debris flow, considering only one particle size. However, the study constructed a model to make it possible to analyze debris flow, considering diverse
sizes of particles composed of debris flow. As a result, changes of concentration and flow depth in
debris flow followed by time were relatively well-modeled. It is thought that the constructed model
can grasp characteristic of debris flow when debris flow takes place and will be utilized to be basic
data in calculating sedimentary amount of the sedimentary zone.
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